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Ariana Resources Plc (“Ariana” or “the Company”) is a gold (and silver) focused exploration and development
company with assets in Turkey and whose shares trade on London’s Alternative Investment Market (AIM).



Total JORC resources associated with Ariana’s projects, both joint ventures, exceed 1.5m ounces of gold
equivalent of which about half are attributable to Ariana. 448,000 gross resource ounces are found in the Red
Rabbit joint venture (“JV”) in Western Turkey and 1.1m ounces in the Ardala/Salinbas project located in the Artvin
area of NE Turkey where Ariana holds 49% stake.



Ariana’s operational strength lies in exploration; the strategy is resource discovery then bringing in JV partners who
are better placed to source the required capital and run the project.



The Red Rabbit JV with Proccea Construction, an Ankara based engineering contracting firm with experience in
building mineral processing plants internationally, who are earning 51% by funding US$8m, consists of two
projects, the most advanced of which is Kiziltepe. A definitive feasibility study by Tetra Tech WEI Inc. in June
2013 gave a total capital cost of US$31.1m with the project generating a 38% IRR (2.4 year payback) over an 8year production schedule using a gold price of US$1,304/oz and silver at US$22.60/oz.



Whilst Proccea now leads the JV forward with permitting, financing and (soon) construction, Ariana has recently
announced an exploration initiative to identify further high merit ounces in an area concealed by cover between
the two pits making up the bulk of the Kiziltepe mine plan; these may eventually have to be accessed from
underground but Ariana believes that this campaign has a high chance of success; we concur.



At Ardala/Salinbas, Eldorado Gold Inc is the 51% JV partner, bringing the project to bankable feasibility study in
return for which their interest will increase to 80% or 90%. Eldorado is a >$5bn market cap company gold miner
listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (T:ELD) which operates the Kişladağ and Efemçukuru mines in Turkey.



The Salinbas gold deposit, a breccia zone gently dipping with the slope of a hill, has a 770,000 oz indicated and
inferred resource calculated at a grade of 2.30 g/t plus 12 g/t silver. Continuity and geometry mean that resources
can be added and/or upgraded efficiently by drilling; however the area is noted for difficult mine permitting.



Ariana has a further portfolio of exploration properties in Western Turkey, many of which are close to the Red
Rabbit Kiziltepe JV and offer the opportunity for additional discoveries that could be incorporated into the
production plan. In SE Turkey, Ariana holds a 11.5% strategic stake in unlisted Tigris Resources.



Ariana has recently announced a ~£1.25m fundraising with Lanstead Capital L.P.

Short term value drivers – even in today’s bear market for exploration led juniors - are the completion of the
permitting process at Kiziltepe, success in the search for project finance, exploration results at Kiziltepe and
resource expansion at Salinbas. All of these are feasible, low to medium risk objectives. On-going cash requirements
are modest. Our bear market valuation model suggests Ariana has upside to ~1.6p on achievement of technical and
financing targets in the short term and a much higher upside to 3.2p-3.4p if market sentiment improves modestly.
Our 12-month target, in today’s continuing bear market with flat/falling gold prices, is 1.6p, achievable through
permitting, debt financing and anticipated exploration success.

This note reviews Ariana Resources Plc (“Ariana” or the “Company”). The Company’s registered office is at Bridge House
London Bridge, London, SE1 9QR and its UK business office is located within the offices of Eurasia Mining Plc at Suite 139,
Grosvenor Gardens House, 35-37 Grosvenor Gardens, London, SW1W 0BS. Focus is on gold projects in Turkey. The
Company website is http://www.arianaresources.com. Ariana operates in Turkey through a subsidiary, Galata Madencilik,
and through a JV company, Zenit Madencilik.
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INVESTMENT SUMMARY

Ariana Resources Plc is an established gold exploration company with deep roots in, and a commitment to,
Turkey and operational strengths in exploration. The strategy, as evolved over the years, is resource discovery

Turkey focus

driven by bringing best practice techniques to bear then bringing in JV partners who are better placed to
source the required capital and run the project.
“Western” capital markets and exchanges, when set up properly to regulate disclosure by mineral exploration
companies, provide a mechanism necessary for the equitable sharing of risk in the business of mineral
exploration. Absent such markets and effective and mineral exploration specific regulation, such risk sharing
could not form a rational investment. Junior exploration companies will tend to flourish only where the
regulation and the markets make such investment rational for investors and are able to provide the explorers
with access to capital.
At the project development level, where capital is applied in much larger tranches, bespoke in-depth due
diligence is possible and in-country money can be tapped whatever the regulatory condition of the local
public markets. That is, provided the capital is there! Turkey has abundant capital available, but has not yet
developed the specialised regulatory framework and the resulting investment appetite for exploration vehicles.
Ariana’s strategy in Turkey is driven by this lack of domestic exploration finance combined with a good
availability of local project finance and engineering expertise. Complementary partners, therefore, would be
Turkish mining or engineering firms or mining companies already in production in country. Two promising
projects are now being taken forward at the expense of joint venture partners; one advanced and one
undergoing rapid resource delineation.
The big picture for investment in the sector must be the mismatch between historical and current valuations
and the resulting drop in capital availability for mineral exploration. Discoveries dry up, new mineable
resources are not developed and supply tightens; commodity prices rise and the mineral price cycle repeats.
An investor in this sector today must be someone who regards this cycle as an opportunity rather than a
problem.
The junior resource market today is best described as being “bombed out”, approaching the levels seen at the
height of the financial panic of 2008. The best commonly available index dominated by junior mining is
perhaps the TSX-V index, an index of 500 companies listed on the junior exchange in Canada, Figure 1.
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Exploration + JV
strategy

Picking a portfolio of juniors today

Figure 1 TSX-V index for the last 5 years (Source: ww.stockwatch.com)

must be viewed within the context of
the cycle and a slightly longer term
perspective is needed. Stocks to pick

Markets currently
at a low ebb for
junior explorers

must be able to:


survive without requiring large
amounts of capital now



make progress in the here and
now – without using much cash



show

good

leverage

to

improved sentiment
This note aims to highlight how Ariana measures up against these requirements.
Survival in the medium term is underpinned by a recently announced (17th June 2013) ~£1.25m financing
with Lanstead Capital L.P. The conditions are complex, but the amount of money ultimately received will
depend on the share price performance over the next 24 months relative to a 1.33p benchmark. A more
detailed analysis is given in Sections 3 and 10 below.
Figure 2 shows the geographical spread of Ariana’s activities within Turkey. The Kiziltepe project, along with
Tavşan comprising the Red Rabbit JV, is located within the Western Anatolia Volcanic and Extensional

Wide geographical
spread – but mainly
in western Anatolia

(“WAVE”) area, and most of the exploration effort is concentrated in nearby regions. The JV with Eldorado is
located to the north east of Turkey in the established mining region of Artvin and focussed on the
Ardala/Salinbas deposits. Tigris Resources Ltd, in which Ariana holds a 11.5% stake, is active in SE Turkey.
Figure 2 Geographical spread of Ariana’s interests in Turkey. (The Red Rabbit JV consists of properties in the Sindirgi
and Tavşan areas in western Turkey within the WAVE project area. Source: Ariana 2012 Annual Report)
Two JV partners
plus a strategic
investment

Ariana is in a relatively enviable position for a junior in a bear market for exploration equities; both their major
projects are being advanced by partners with adequate access to funds. This leaves them needing cash for
general and administrative (“G&A”) expenses and what should be relatively modest exploration programmes.

Relatively low cash
burn

In current markets, they need to keep strict control on all expenses and restrict exploration to activities that
will add value even at very low “market capitalisations per ounce”. Such low valuations means their money is
best spent near to the Kiziltepe project, where the added value is highest and even modest success can be
incorporated into near or medium term mining plans.
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Ariana’s main short term value drivers, even in today’s bear market for exploration led juniors, are:
-

the completion of the permitting process at Kiziltepe,

-

success in the search for project finance,

-

exploration results at Kiziltepe and

-

resource expansion at Salinbas.

All of these are feasible, low to medium risk objectives.
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2.1

CORPORATE HISTORY, DIRECTORS & MANAGEMENT
Corporate Structure and History

Ariana is a UK registered public company, with a UK subsidiary Ariana Exploration and Development Ltd
(“AEDL”) which holds a 100% interest in subsidiary Portswood Resources Ltd (BVI). Portswood, in turn,
operates in Western Turkey through 100% owned subsidiary Galata Madencilik San. ve Tic. Ltd. A
shareholders agreement between Galata and partner Proccea Construction Co. provided for the incorporation
of a Turkish joint stock company named Zenit Madencilik San. ve Tic. A.Ş. (“Zenit”) in respect of the Red
Rabbit joint venture projects. Land purchases for the Kiziltepe project are being managed by a new subsidiary
of Ariana known as Camyol Gayrimenkul, Madencilik, Turizm, Tarim ve Hayvancilik Ltd (“Camyol”). The
company is 99% held by Galata with the remaining 1% of Camyol held by Zenit. The joint venture with
Eldorado Gold Corp, covering the Ardala and Salinbas projects, is 49% held through another subsidiary.
Figure 3 Corporate structure (Source: Ariana Resources plc)
Ariana Resources plc
(UK)

Ariana Exploration & Development Ltd.
(UK)
100%

49%

Portswood Resources Ltd.
(BVI)

Greater Pontides Exploration BV
(Dutch)

Galata Madencilik San. Ve Tic. Ltd.
(Turkey)

Pontid Madencilik San. Ve Tic. Ltd.
(Turkey)

Red Rabbit JV (50%) & Western Turkey Projects (100%)

Eldorado JV (49% Ardala, Salinbas)

The Company was incorporated and registered as a public company limited by shares in England and Wales
under the Act with the name Cobco 679 plc on 24 March 2005 with registered number 5403426 and two
shares in issue. On 27 May 2005 the Company changed its name to Ariana Resources Plc. Admission to AIM,
advised by NOMAD Beaumont Cornish, took place on 28th July 2005 following a placing by broker Ambrian
at 12p per share.
On 3rd June 2005 the Company entered into an agreement to acquire the entire issued share capital of Ariana
Exploration & Development Ltd (“AEDL”). The assets of AEDL included mineral properties purchased from
Newmont together with remaining cash balances of ~£140,000 from fund raisings totalling £800,000 over
the previous two years. A total of 21,719,400 shares were issued to the shareholders of AEDL pursuant to a
“Share for Share Exchange” Agreement. The then most recent and significant fundraising by AEDL had been
priced at the equivalent of 8p per Ariana share.
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Short term value
drivers

Figure 4 Major financial and corporate events in Ariana’s history
Date

Event

2004/5

AEDL purchased projects from Newmont for
US$400,000 with up to 2.5% royalty

06/05

AEDL reversed into shelf company

8p

21,749,400 shares issued

07/05

Admission to AIM, broker Ambrian

12p

9,681,665 shares issued

05/06

Placing

13p

15,384,617 shares issued

09/07

Placing

4p

24,326,700 shares issued

05/08

JV with European Goldfields who subscribed in a
placing

5p

18,571,016 shares issued

05/08

Purchase of Tavşan project for shares and $500,000

5p

3 million shares issued

01/09

Placing for £500,000

1p

50 million shares issued

2009

Virgin discovery of Salinbas gold prospect under
European Goldfields JV

09/09

Placing for £800,000

3p

26,666,667 shares issued

10/09

MoU for JV with Proccea

02/10

Scoping study complete at Kiziltepe

03/10

Placing for £1m

2p

50 million shares issued

07/10

JV with Proccea finalised

09/10

Wardrop (now Tetra Tech WEI Inc) selected for
DFS and SRK for EIS at Kiziltepe

11/10

Investment in Tigris Resources (SE Turkey)

01/11

£5m Standby Equity Distribution
(SEDA) with Yorkville Advisors LLP.

02/11

Share
price

Agreement

Details
Included Sindirgi area

History of money
raising and share
issue

C$115,000 for 15%
3.76p

3,988,985 shares issued
as consideration;
drawdowns market
dependent.

Placing raised £1,164,375

4.75p

24,513,158 shares issued

07/11

Acquisition of the Kizilcukur and Muratdağ projects
from KEFI Minerals.

5.49p

910,747 shares issued

10/11

PFS completed for Kiziltepe

01/12

US$2m loan secured with Yorkville Advisors LLP

02/12

European Goldfields acquired by Eldorado.

06/12

SEDA drawdown raised £24,180

07/12
10/12
10/12

Interim FS completed for Kiziltepe

12/12

Repayments will conclude
in
December
2013.
Remaining
repayments
total US$206,691.
2.39p

1,038,712 shares issued

Placing for £625,000

1.5p

41,666,668 shares issued

SEDA drawdown raised £75,000

1.49p

5,033,557 shares issued

SEDA drawdown raised £580,000 before costs

1.1p

52,727,273 shares issued

2/13

SEDA drawdown raised £588,500 before costs

1.2675p

46,429,980 shares issued

3/13

Proccea now project manager and sole funder to
completion of a DFS at Kiziltepe

Total Proccea spend will
be US$8m.

3/13

Access to Newmont’s database for 1% NSR and
ROFR on resulting projects

Data will complement
Ariana’s own dataset

4/13

Maiden JORC resource at Salinbas – 1.09Moz

6/13

~£1.25m fundraising with Lanstead Capital L.P.

1.0p

125m subscription shares

6/13

£1m “equity swap” investment with Lanstead
Capital L.P.

N/A

12.5 million shares issued
as fee.

Q3/13

Expiry of SEDA arrangement with Yorkville

As of June 2013, there are now 555m shares in issue. Ariana has 15,941,000 options outstanding exercisable
at 5p or above expiring from 2015 to 2018. There are 5,000,000 broker warrants outstanding, exercisable at
2p per share expiring 2018.
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2.2

Directors & Management
Michael de Villiers B. Comm. Professional Accountant (SA) MIOD – Executive Chairman
and Company Secretary
Michael qualified as a Professional Accountant with Ernst & Young in Cape Town. Michael
gained his experience as financial manager at mining and chemicals operations in Namibia,
Botswana, Ghana, Bulgaria and the United Kingdom. He is CFO of Eurasia Mining plc and
was previously a non-executive director of AIM-listed Norseman Gold plc, the Finance
Director of Mercator Gold (now ECR Minerals plc), Oxus Gold plc and Navan Mining plc.

Kerim Sener BSc (Hons) MSc DIC PhD FGS Managing Director
Kerim, the only one of the founders of Ariana still with the firm, graduated from the
University of Southampton with a first class BSc (Hons) degree in Geology in 1997 and
from the Royal School of Mines, Imperial College, with an MSc in Mineral Exploration in
1998. After working for Independence Gold Mining Pvt. Ltd. (Lonmin Zimbabwe) he
completed a PhD at the University of Western Australia. During his PhD, in 2000–2003, he
worked with ASX-listed Northern Gold NL in the Northern Territory and on a variety of
exploration consultancy projects in Western Australia. In 2009, he completed his military
service with honours in the 58th Infantry Regiment in Turkey. He is majority owner of
Matrix Exploration, a Perth based geological consulting firm in whose offices Ariana
maintains a footprint. Kerim, who divides his time mainly between Turkey and Perth,
Australia, is bilingual in English and Turkish.
He is a Fellow of The Geological Society of London, Member of The Institute of Materials, Minerals and Mining, a member
of the Society of Economic Geologists and a member of the Chamber of Geological Engineers in Turkey.
William Payne BA (Hons) ACA Non-executive Director
William studied Accountancy at Exeter University before training and qualifying as a
Chartered Accountant with KPMG in London. He left after five years there to become a partner
in W H Payne and Co. in 1991. In 2003 he became a partner in top thirty accountancy
practice Wilkins Kennedy at their London office. He has a wide diversity of clients, and roles
range from audit and assurance to planning, reporting and compliance. William is also a
director of a number of companies, including AIM-listed Kibo Mining plc and Sprue Aegis plc,
a company quoted on the London ISDX Growth Market.
Erhan Sener BA, MA (General Manager, Galata Madencilik)
Erhan is Kerim’s father and has 36 years’ experience in management in Turkey and in the United
Kingdom. Erhan graduated with a degree in Business and Finance from the Faculty of Economics at
the University of Istanbul, and then completed a Master’s degree on Western European Integration
at Reading University in the United Kingdom. Erhan has worked as a consultant for, or in the
management of, a number of international and Turkish companies including Blue Circle Cement
(Consultant), Mardin Cement and Oyak Insurance (General Manager).
Zack van Coller BSc (Hons) (Exploration Geologist, Ariana Resources)
Zack van Coller graduated from Cardiff University with a BSc (Hons) degree in Exploration and
Resource Geology in 2010. Since graduating he has been involved on a variety of exploration
programmes. To date he has been involved in grassroots exploration targeting of low-sulphidation
Au-Ag deposits in Turkey and project development of a high-sulphidation Au-Ag-Cu deposit in
Macedonia. Zack has been involved as project geologist on several diamond drilling programmes
in Turkey and Macedonia.
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CEO is a western
trained
exploration
geologist and
Turkish national

Arman Koçal, BSc MSc Phd Project Manager (Zenit)
Arman Kocal graduated from the department of Mining Engineering from Middle East Technical University in Ankara in
2001. He completed his MSc in 2004 and PhD in 2008 in Rock Mechanics at Middle East Technical University. He has
worked for 6 years as a Research Assistant at the department and he has involved in many consulting projects which were
mainly slope and tunnel stability projects as a senior engineer. He is a member of Turkish National Rock Mechanics Society,
International Society for Rock Mechanics and Chamber of Mining Engineers of Turkey.
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY

The following balance sheet data are reproduced from the audited financial statements published for the
twelve month periods ending 31st December 2011 and 2012.
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET (£GBP’000 )
Current
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Non-current assets
Intangible exploration assets
Trade and other receivables
Available for sale investments
Land, property, plant and equipment
Total Assets
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Borrowings (interest bearing)
Trade and other payables

(Audited)
31st Dec
2012

(Audited)
31st Dec
2011

255
894

908
340

1,149

1,248

5,320
75
226
407

4,627
12
169
311

£7,177

£6,367

238
506

0
417

744

417

3,710
7,004
720
578
(147)
(5,432)

2,597
6,481
720
578
(176)
(4,250)

6,047

5,950

£7,177

£6,367

Shareholders' Equity (Deficiency)
Called up share capital
Share premium
Other reserves
Share based payments reserve (share options)
Translation reserve
Retained earnings / (Accumulated Losses)

Total Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity (£GBP’000)

Cash was low, and, with the expiry of the SEDA drawdown agreement with Yorkville a financing was widely
th

anticipated. On June 17 Ariana announced a £1.25m placing with Lanstead Capital L.P., an investment group
known for participation in the junior mining sector, at a price of 1p per share. Of the proceeds, £1m was “reinvested” into what is termed in the release an “Equity Swap Agreement”; although the press release is sparse
on detail there does not appear to be any real equity swap element; rather it is an investment in a derivative

Cash tight; nonconventional
~£1.25m
financing
completed
alleviates the
position.

based on Ariana’s own share price – the higher the price goes the more they get back; the lower it goes the
less they get back. Proceeds from the investment are to be received by Ariana in monthly tranches over a 24
month period. Lanstead charged a further 12.5m shares as a fee for entering into the deal, effectively 10% of
the total investment.
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Lanstead’s advantage from the deal is that they get most of the initial upside from £1.25m worth of stock whilst
only having advanced a net £0.25m. From Ariana’s point of view, if their share price improve then the
effective terms of the deal improve. Conversely, Lanstead gain a degree of downside protection by foregoing a
portion of the upside whilst Ariana would suffer in terms of the amount of cash received were their share price
not to perform. The fact that Ariana’s management were prepared to enter into this deal, suggests that they
have confidence in their news flow over the coming years, and more speculatively, a degree of confidence in
a turnaround in market sentiment to the sector. In Section 10, we analyse whether or not it is likely that
Lanstead will choose to finance their monthly payments via share sales over the next two years.
Whilst certain details of the deal are not specifically in the public domain, notably the degree of leverage that
Lanstead has to the Ariana share price performance relative to the 1.33p benchmark, and the dynamics of the
deal are yet to play out, the fact remains that Ariana have managed to raise a useful sum of money in a market
where conventional equity in meaningful sums is hard to come by. These funds should be sufficient to take the
Company past a whole series of “make or break” announcements over the next 12 – 18 months.

4

RED RABBIT JV – WESTERN ANATOLIA

The JV partner is a successful Ankara based engineering, construction and consulting firm Proccea which is
now well experienced in the design and construction of gold recovery plants. Whilst construction is handled
by Proccea, installation and technical consultancy is handled by CH Consultants (“CH”), a subsidiary. Their
most recent mining construction project has been for the AIMROC consortium in Azerbaijan where Proccea
has 22 engineers employed. Proccea’s HQ in Ankara employs 29 engineers, another building project in
Afghanistan employs 15 engineers. Site construction teams can go as high as 1,000 persons. Apart from
Azerbaijan and Afghanistan mentioned above, Proccea has worked in countries such as Algeria, Argentina,
Burkina Faso, Finland, Iran, Kazakhstan, Libya, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Suriname, Uganda as well as in Turkey.
Since the focus of the JV is production rather than exploration, Ariana’s favoured descriptive term is
“production partnership”.
CH advertises on its website it’s wide experience of designing and commissioning gold and silver processing
plants:
“In Turkey this has included the Kişladag gold mine (Eldorado Gold), Copler gold mine (Anatolia
Minerals), Mastra gold mine (Koza Gold) and the Gümüşköy silver mine (Eti Gümüş). Internationally,
CH processing plant commissions have included the Zarcan gold mine in Iran, the Knelson gold mine
in Kazakhstan, the Amesmessa gold mine in Algeria, the Kitila gold mine in Finland, the Minera Triton
gold mine in Argentina and the Maaden gold mine in Saudi Arabia. CH has the technical support of
the internationally renowned Summit Valley Equipment and Engineering firm based in Utah, U.S.A”
(Summit Valley has been part of FLSmidth since 2009).
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Turkish engineering
and construction
firm as JV partner
for the Kiziltepe &
Tavşan projects

The geographic spread of activity shows a company using an increasingly educated and experienced Turkish
workforce to win business in countries where competition from more established “western” firms is likely at a
minimum. The projects themselves are relatively “low risk” (provided the client pays the bills!) whilst the

Proccea
diversifying their
business model

politics and geography is relatively “high risk”. By getting into gold mining in Turkey as an equity partner,
Proccea are taking on what is for them a relatively high risk project in a low risk country and as such is a
diversification of their business model using accumulated capital, but building on existing in-house skills.

4.1

Terms of the JV

At its simplest, the JV requires Proccea to contribute US$8m to complete specified works leading to a
feasibility study and full permitting for a gold mine at Kiziltepe in Western Turkey in return for a 50% equity
stake in the project.
The JV agreement is a 50-50 joint venture between Ariana and Proccea via a Turkish joint stock company
(Zenit Madencilik) which now holds and is developing the assets. Proccea is then committed to fully-fund an

DFS and permitting
to be completed at
JV partners’
expense

Environmental Impact Assessment and Feasibility Study on Red Rabbit and to commence construction of the
gold processing plant. By funding US$8 million, Proccea will earn-in to its 50% share in the joint stock
company. It is intended that the additional capital requirements for plant start-up may be met by a credit
facility to be arranged by the joint-stock company. Debt, probably in the range $23m – $24m, is likely to be
sought from Turkish banks, who will be attracted to the modest size of the project in an area where they have
little exposure and Proccea’s experience in the construction of similar plants. Turkey, a prime destination for
oligarch-style investment from the FSU, has seen a huge construction boom over the last decade, and we
believe it likely that banks will be happy to diversify their exposure away from residential and commercial
builds.
On the successful commissioning of the plant, the profit share within the joint stock company will be 51%
Ariana and 49% Proccea.
The area covered by the core of the JV is that immediately surrounding the anticipated mine areas, containing
the mineable reserves and the resources. Other areas are currently retained by Ariana, but the JV provides for
any useable resources discovered to be vended into the JV by Ariana for 3x the exploration costs incurred.
Clearly, the timing and emphasis of the nearby exploration programme to be adopted by Ariana will depend
on the details of this vend-in arrangement.
Development is envisaged in three phases, the first of which has recently been completed (see press release
dated 7th March 2013). The phases are as follows:
Phase 1: Feasibility Study, EIA, permitting, land acquisition and additional exploration in the vicinity of
Kiziltepe. Costs incurred by Proccea during the Feasibility Study (e.g. designing the plant and related
infrastructure) will be paid for in new shares to be issued by Zenit pro-rata to the costs incurred by Proccea.
Any costs incurred by Galata in managing the feasibility and EIA will be reimbursed by Zenit at cost.
Phase 2: Construction and commissioning of the mine. This will involve the establishment of the processing
facilities, tailings and waste disposal areas in addition to related mine infrastructure and facilities. This phase
will be partly funded by remaining capital investment allocated by Proccea and partly via a credit facility.
Phase 3: Production and further investment. This involves the longer term development of the Kiziltepe
sector and the advancement of the Tavşan sector.
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External consulting groups have been engaged to complete the EIA and aspects of

JV company now
has real presence
on the ground

the Feasibility Study. Tetra Tech WEI Inc. has completed resource statements and
the Interim Feasibility Study whilst SRK Consulting has been given responsibility
for the EIA. Zenit Madencilik, the JV operating company, has established itself as
an independent operating entity, and has recently opened a public relations
office. Amongst the staff is a local graduate mining engineer – a first for Sindirgi.
Zenit’s offices in Sindirgi !
4.2

Kiziltepe – some useful bits of the geology and exploration process

A reasonably accessible series of papers describing the geology of the Kiziltepe deposit and authored, at least
in part, by Kerim Sener are available on the web at Matrix Exploration’s website. Together with Ariana’s
website, these provide an adequate description and repetition here is unnecessary; suffice to say that the
targets in the Kiziltepe area are epithermal low sulphidation quartz veins carrying gold and silver, typically as
electrum (a natural alloy of gold and silver) and acanthite (silver sulphide Ag2S).
The veins vary from about one to several metres wide – with blow outs, hydrothermal breccias and wall rock
alteration carrying ore grade in places. The width of the veins and moderate grade means that open pits can
only be carried to a limited depth, before the strip ratio becomes uneconomic (too much waste to be mined

Vein width and
gold accumulation
limits open pit
depth to ~110m

for each tonne of ore). Current plans at Kiziltepe are for the open pits not to exceed 110m in depth. Where
potential ore is discovered that cannot be accessed by open pit, then underground mining will need to be
considered.
Of the veins in the Kiziltepe (and the wider Sindirgi) area many do not carry economic gold or silver values,
some run one or two grams of gold equivalent, which represents a low grade ore that could be fed to the mill
from shallow pits later in the mine life, whilst just a few provide the basis for higher grade resources and

Can Ariana avoid
drilling veins in
vain?

reserves in excess of 3 g/t gold equivalent. Simplifying, these are NO grade, LOW grade and HIGH grade veins
or shoots. Ariana has explored using rock chip sampling, soil geochemistry, satellite imagery and geophysics,
but none of these methods has so far revealed from the surface which veins might be HIGH grade and which
LOW or NO grade. Drilling, which is an expensive activity, has (hitherto) been the only tool that really works.
Science to the rescue? Drilling is not only expensive in itself, but it can be used only after purchase of a
property and after permitting for drilling operations; the first of these is expensive and the second takes time,
especially when involving government owned forest areas.
Ariana has been using a Spectral Evolution portable infrared scanner, both on drill core and in the field. This
device allows the identification of different minerals from their infrared spectra, more particularly the different
clay minerals formed from alteration of the volcanic wall rocks by hydrothermal fluids. One particular clay
mineral has been identified by Ariana as being present next to HIGH grade veins at Kiziltepe, but largely
absent on other veins in the region. This clay mineral1 has been noted as associated with epithermal gold and
silver since the 1950’s, but only the advent over the last decade of infrared devices useable in the field has
made this observation useful.
Further work by Ariana will determine if this relationship is of reliable predictive value; if it does pan out, then
they will have a tool that allows them to screen outcrops, prospects and properties offered for sale prior to
drilling in order to determine the potential for high grade gold and silver.

1
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Which I shall not name in order to preserve Ariana’s hard earned potential commercial advantage!

Obscure clay
minerals, now
identifiable by field
equipment, may
guide prospecting

4.3

Feasibility Studies and Progress at Kiziltepe

Ariana announced the completion of a definitive feasibility study (DFS) by Tetra Tech Inc. on 25th June 2013.
This updated an October 2012 interim feasibility study and used new long term gold prices and contractor
mining quotes. It followed the issue of certain permits, completion of geotechnical studies and condemnation
drilling in the tailings disposal area. The highlights as follows:



Combined reserve in designed pits at the Kiziltepe Sector of the Red Rabbit Gold Project is
approximately 1.2 million tonnes at an average diluted grade of 3.3 grams per tonne ('g/t') gold
('Au') and 41.9 g/t silver ('Ag'), corresponding to 117,647 oz Au and 1,504,722 oz Ag.



Output expected at a rate of 150,000 tonnes ore per annum, corresponding to an average
production of approximately 21,000 oz/year of Au equivalent over the first five years of operation.



Tetra Tech’s financial model uses a base case gold price of US$1,304/oz and a silver price of
US$22.60/oz providing a project Net Present Value ('NPV') at an 8% discount rate of US$34.4
million and Internal Rate of Return ('IRR') of 37.8%, with payback secured in 2.4 years.



Capital cost estimated at US$31.1 million, including US$15.2 million for the processing plant and
EPCM (Engineering, Procurement, Construction Management).



Cash costs are estimated at between US$588 and US$611 per gold equivalent ounce across the
financial model range a significant reduction on the interim feasibility study after the receipt of
competitive quotes from Turkey’s largest mining contractor.



Significant potential to identify additional resources both at Kiziltepe and on four other prospects
in the vicinity currently held under licence by the Company.

Sensitivity around the base case was reported as follows:
Scenario

Gold Price

NPV 10%

NPV 8%

IRR %

Payback

Cash Cost

(US$/oz)

(US$m)

(US$m)

year

(US$/oz Au)

-30%

913

3.5

5.7

13.7

3.6

588

-20%

1,043

12.5

15.3

22.3

3.1

592

-10%

1,174

21.5

24.8

30.3

2.7

596

Base case

1,304

30.4

34.4

37.8

2.4

600

+10%

1.434

39.4

44.0

45.0

2.2

603

+20%

1,565

48.4

53.5

52.0

2.0

607

+30%

1,695

57.4

63.1

58.8

1.8

611

Project life is estimated at a total of eight years with declining production in the last four of these as the strip
ratio increases and stockpile low grade is treated. Further resources in the immediate area are a distinct
possibility. We believe that such discoveries are highly likely; however the short life of the project would

Robust project,
but could do with
further resources
to increase life

Increased project
life provides “run
off” years giving
comfort to the
debt provider

benefit from further carefully directed exploration with the object of extending mine life by a few years.
The proposed layout is illustrated in Figure 5 below. Both waste rock and tailings are considered to have low
potential for acid drainage, and a cyanide destruction plant prior to wet tailings discharge after thickening is
included in the design.
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Pit shells were calculated using economic parameters with a gold price of $1,058/oz and silver at $16/oz.

Base case $1304oz
gold

The base case of US$1,304/oz Au price was obtained from the Energy and Metals Consensus Forecast
(“EMCF”), at 31 May 2013. Tetra Tech’s chosen method is to take the average of the last three quarterly
forecasts published by EMCF. Each of the EMCF forecasts is itself an average of some twenty forecasters’
estimates for the next 10 quarters. This method has the effect of smoothing out variation on a quarter by
quarter basis, but it tends to underweight any forecaster reaction to gold price movement over the most
recent quarter. In this case it has had the effect of modestly increasing the base case gold price compared to
the October 2012 interim feasibility study, even though the gold price has declined sharply in the last
quarter.
An alternative method, commonly adopted by Canadian issuers, is to use the average of the last three years of
LME spot prices. If this had been adopted, the base case would have used a gold price of US$1,547 per

EMCF gold base
case conservative
compared to 3year average

ounce.
The remaining permitting issues now centre on the environmental impact assessment which is underway.
Ariana and Proccea are now concentrating on sourcing debt finance for the project.
Figure 5 Layout of the proposed Kiziltepe operations; open pit 3.3 g/t Au, 41.9 g/t Ag, 8 year mine life based
on current reserves (Source: Ariana)
Planned pit
outlines, waste
rock dump (to
north) and tailings
disposal (to
northeast)

In December 2012 came the announcement of the grant of the necessary forestry permits by the Prime
Ministry (and issued by the Department of Forestry) for the mining areas of the Kiziltepe Sector of the Red
Rabbit Project, one of the last major hurdles ahead of the completion of the feasibility and environmental
impact assessment. Further permits are required for the tailings dam, waste rock dump and plant sites. These
permits allowed Ariana to gain access to the Tailings Storage Facility (“TSF”) area and to complete
geotechnical and hydrogeological drilling at this location - the final outstanding component of the DFS (now
received by Ariana) and EIA. The final permits are likely to be applied for following completion of the EIA are
considered to carry lowered risk given the grant of the mining area permits.
By late January 2013 a decree of the Ministerial Council in Turkey removed the Kiziltepe Sector site from an
area previously affected by the requirements of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, and allowing Ariana to
proceed with the EIA. Submission of the EIA initiates the formal process for the permitting of the mine.
One month later the Environmental Project Summary Document was submitted to the Ministry of
Environment and Urban Planning (“MEUP”) with the anticipated EIA positive certification expected by Ariana
no later than the beginning of Q4 2013. Geotechnical drilling at the TSF was completed with positive results.
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First of a series of
permits now
approved

A public consultation meeting for the local communities to be affected by the mine development was held on
March 14th March 2013. The meeting, chaired a by representative of the MEUP and which provided a
presentation of the project by the EIA consultants, SRK Consulting, was followed by a forum in which

Public meeting
gives support for
the project

questions could be asked, was attended by approximately 100 people from surrounding villages of
Yusufcami, Yolcupinari, and Coturtepe. Ariana report that no opposition to the proposed development of the
mine at Kiziltepe was voiced.
Subsequently, the site selected for the mine and process plant were notified as being considered suitable by
the Provincial Directorate of the Governorship of Balikesir.
The remaining steps are approval of the EIA, remaining forestry permits and project debt funding. This
process is being led by the JV company (Zenit), now with its own offices and staff, rather than by Ariana
alone.

4.4

Exploration upside

The potential for further ore to be trucked to the site from other veins, both discovered and yet to be
discovered, in the Kiziltepe area has been well established by Ariana. See Figure 6 for some of those nearest
to existing resources. Permitting of mining operations from such discoveries will be a lot easier than that for
the currently proposed operations, in that further permits for the processing of ore and tailings disposal and
this will not be needed for feeder satellite deposits.
Figure 6 Veins close by the proposed Arzu and Banu open pits sampled by Ariana .
(Source: Ariana Annual Report 2011)

Other veins nearby
can provide ore –
from shallow pits
if low grade

However, in our opinion, the most significant single potential upside remains under publicised. The Arzu
South and Arzu North veins disappear beneath a forested hill that lies between them. The hill is made of
ignimbrite, which overlies the volcanic sequence hosting the veins and conceals the potential (likely?)

Concealed vein
(Emel) has high
prospectivity

continuity of the Arzu vein beneath via the hypothesised “Emel Vein”2, Figures 6, 7. The hill is subject to
forestry licensing requirements, which delays exploration. Furthermore, the cover rock means that drill holes
would have to be deeper to intersect any potential ore extensions, and any resulting discovery would likely
need to be mined from underground rather than form an extension of the planned open pit.

2

“Emel” appropriately, means “ambitions” in Turkish (“Arzu” means “desire”, make of this what you will).
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On the other hand, we believe the likelihood for the discovery of further potentially mineable resources
along the Emel Vein is high, and that subsequent underground mining (with a corresponding cut-off grade of
~3g/t Au eq.) could add usefully to annual production rates because of the resulting higher grade ore feed,
and to mine life without adding significantly to tailings or waste rock disposal requirements.
Figure 7 Ariana’s exploration target for 2014 (Source: Ariana management)
Upper: further detail of untested vein potential between the Arzu S. and the Arzu N. and Derya planned pits.
Planned
exploration
between the two
Arzu pits – will
need permitting
and likely to
happen in 2014

(Note the lack of
obvious
correlation
between veins and
magnetic
signature, though
several related
structures are
apparent)

Lower: long section NW-SE along Arzu vein from Arzu North pit to Arzu South pit. (Note that the colour scale
on the right refers to gold accumulation (gms x metres) and is not the same as for the rock chips in the plan above; crosses
show planned holes.)

Long section
between the two
Arzu pits

Drilling at the southern end of the Arzu North vein, announced in May 2012, showed that the Emel Vein
exists and carries good grades (at least in that area) with the best results from three holes including 12.1m @
13.1 g/t Au plus 187.6 g/t Ag from the easternmost part of the Derya Vein (Figure 7 ) and 34m @ 1.04g/t Au
eq., 7.6m @ 7.60g/t Au eq., and 5.8m @ 5.71g/t Au eq. from two holes extending beneath the cover rocks on
the Arzu structure (which here parallels the Emel structure). Further drilling was planned, but was never
completed due to lack of funds and forestry permitting issues discussed above.
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Ariana announced in May 2013 that they have defined an “exploration target” of up to 92,000 oz Au and
1,100,000 oz Ag within the Arzu Central gap area, indicating potential to add to the current planned mine
life of 8 years and enhance mine economics at Kiziltepe. Note that an “exploration target”, while permitted in
the context of JORC, is conceptual in nature and that there has been insufficient exploration to estimate a
resource and it is uncertain if further exploration will discover one.
Drilling in 2014, once permits are received, is proposed to systematically test this area concurrently with
mine construction. Since the area concerned lies within the core JV area, any decision on this would have to
be made by Zenit, the JV company, rather than by Ariana acting independently. We commend the
programme to them.

4.5

Tavşan Project

The Tavşan project, now part of the Red Rabbit JV core area, was acquired in 2008. In October 2008 SRK
Consulting (UK) Ltd ("SRK") estimated a JORC compliant Indicated Mineral Resource of 87,000 oz gold and
an Inferred Mineral Resource of 117,000 oz gold at an average grade of 1.36 g/t that might be mined by a
low strip ratio open pit / heap leach operation. The project was described in more detail in our 2008 research
note3. Its smaller size and extensive interaction with areas requiring forestry permits has resulted in it being
placed on (if not in!) the back burner for the past few years.
We believe that the development of Tavşan will become a priority for Zenit only once the Kiziltepe mine is in
full production.

5

ARDALA / SALINBAS JV

At the end of February 2008, Ariana announced a heads of agreement with TSX/AIM listed European
Goldfields Limited for the joint development of Ariana’s properties in north-eastern Turkey including the
Ardala copper-gold porphyry prospect and several other licences in the Artvin area of the Pontides region.
Under the agreement, a 51% interest was to be transferred to European Goldfields in designated properties
which European Goldfields will advance towards bankable feasibility status (“BFS”) at their sole expense.
Upon completion of a BFS, European Goldfields would have increased their holding to 80% on the designated
properties and to 90% on any other properties within the designated area subsequently acquired. Ariana may
elect to exchange their retained interests for a 1.5% NSR. As part of the agreement, European Goldfields
subscribed for shares in Ariana at 5p per share for a total consideration of £928,551 resulting in European
Goldfields holding ~20% of Ariana on close of the transaction at that time. In February 2012, European
Goldfields was bought by Eldorado Gold Inc and all core terms of the original JV, as described above, have
been preserved.
The JV has progressed well, with a new discovery on the property eclipsing the original area of interest. The
Ardala porphyry, the original area of interest is exposed over an area some 600m x 600m and elsewhere
concealed beneath limestone and rimmed by skarn, has proven to be a reliably but rather modestly
mineralised system carrying both copper and gold. Gold is more widely distributed and runs at about 0.6 g/t,
with a smaller copper bearing domain largely overlapping running about 0.2% Cu. Inferred resources to date
are but vaguely outlined and amount to ~16Mt extending down for some depth from the surface in a
vertically elongated pod. Certainly worthy of further investigation in the longer term, but perhaps not a priority
as constraining the resource by open pit economics would likely exclude the bottom half.

3

Copy available on request
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Figure 8 Ardala porphyry (top right) and Salinbas (bottom left) resource areas. (Source: Ariana press release 10th
April 2013)

Ariana’s geologists uncovered a major soil anomaly to the south east of the Ardala porphyry back in 2009; the
license was acquired by the JV (hence Ariana has a 10% carry rather than a 20% carry) and drilling over the
past three years has led to the announcement of a maiden resource in April 2013. Black dots in Figure 8 above
show drill hole locations outlining the gently dipping resource areas, shaded, while Figure 9 below gives a
cross section.
Figure 9 SW to NE section (A – A’ in Figure 8 above) showing the spatial relationship between the Ardala and
Salinbas deposits. (Source: Ariana press release 10th April 2013)
Geometry of the
Salinbas deposit
favourable for
both mining and
efficient
exploration
drilling
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Salinbaş is a relatively high-grade epithermal gold-silver prospect identified from both soil anomalies and
outcrops about 1km - 2km from the Ardala porphyry. Mineralisation is seen to be associated with a zone of
brecciation between limestone and volcanic rocks with an “ENE-striking structural corridor, which has been
shown in surface mapping to connect with the Ardala porphyry” (Ariana press release 10th April 2013).
The Salinbas resource, calculated according to the revised JORC 2012 guidelines, is shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1 Resource calculation at Salinbas performed by Mr. Alfred Gillman of Odessa Resources Pty. Ltd. For
the JV. (Source: Ariana press release 10th April 2013)
Location

Classification

Tonnage

Grade Au
(g/t)

Ounces
Au

Grade Ag
(g/t)

Ounces
Ag

Salinbas

Indicated

2,210,000

2.50

180,000

11.60

820,000

Salinbas

Inferred

8,390,000

2.20

590,000

12.30

3,310,000

Salinbas

Total

10,600,000

2.30

770,000

12.10

4,130,000

Of this, some 49% is attributable to Ariana. However, they have a 10% carried interest to completion of a BFS.
The size of the deposit is as yet unknown; it remains open.
This project is developing well geologically, but is in an area that has historically proven tricky in relation to
mine permitting. We believe it quite possible, if not yet demonstrably likely, that Eldorado might seek to
purchase Ariana’s interest in order to make way for a more heavyweight Turkish partner.

6

TIGRIS RESOURCES LIMITED

Ariana holds 11.5% of Tigris Resources, a Jersey incorporated limited company currently completing a
C$2m+ prospectus financing and concentrating on gold and base metals exploration in SE Turkey. Members
of the Company's board and management team have a proven track record in building companies and
discovering resources in emerging and unstable environments (the management team were the founders of

Investment in
Tigris is with an
experienced team
Lydian having
raised >C$50m in
the last 5 years

Lydian International – TSX:LYD). A total of C$4m in equity finance has been raised by Tigris to date; Loeb
Aron & Co act as Tigris’ financial advisor. Dr Kerim Sener, Ariana’s CEO, is a non-executive director of Tigris.
In conjunction with the present fundraising and subsequent exploration, Tigris plan to commission an
independent review of their work done to date and prepare for listing on an exchange – probably the TSX-V.
Much of southeast Turkey has been inaccessible for exploration for decades due to conflict between the
Turkish Government and Kurdish organisations seeking greater (or total) independence; the roots of discord
stretch back over a century. In March 2013 a peace process between the Kurdish Workers Party (PKK)
associated groups and the Turkish government was announced. This potential “outbreak of peace” makes

Turkish - Kurdish
peace process
makes SE turkey
more accessible
for exploration

prospective regions in southeast Turkey that were previously precluded due to security considerations
accessible for exploration work.
Tigris has discovered the 100% owned, Kolonkaya Intrusion–Related Gold System (“IRGS”) and conducted
initial drilling. It has also secured the 100% owned, Bingol porphyry target. To date Tigris has completed
10km line-spacing airborne visual reconnaissance of south east Turkey and conducted regional geochemical
surveys leading to identification of new target areas.

6.1

Kolonkaya Intrusion-related Gold Discovery

In 2011, the Company discovered the Kolonkaya intrusion related gold system. To the Company’s knowledge
this is the first known IRGS system in Turkey. The discovery covers an area of over 4 km2 and is located on the
margin of, and in an interpreted roof zone to a quartz-monzonite intrusion. Gold is hosted in sheeted-veins of
up to 700m strike length and in vein stock work systems.
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The area has returned high-grade rock-chips from vein bodies up to 65.8 g/t Au. An initial 7-hole, 617m,
diamond drilling program returned a best intersection of 10m @ 6.4g/t Au.
New induced polarisation (“IP”) and electromagnetic (“EM”) geophysics surveys reveal chargeability and
conductivity targets at depth. These targets will be drill tested in 2013/14.

6.2

Bingol Porphyry Copper-Gold System

The Bingol porphyry copper-gold system covers approximately a 6km long zone of intense silica-clay-pyrite
(argillic) alteration. This is located structurally above porphyry “roof-zones” and silica-sericite-pyrite alteration.
A specialist independent review of soil, rock and drainage geochemical data has identified multi-element
anomalies and trends that were considered characteristic of underlying mineralised porphyry systems,
including two distinct copper-gold targets.
Tigris intends to drill test the Bingol system in 2013/14.

7

EXPLORATION STRATEGY

With one project (Kiziltepe) well on the way to the completion of remaining permitting following publication
of a DFS and two more with resources defined (Tavşan and Salinbas), consideration of Ariana as an
exploration company has been rather neglected. With Proccea and Eldorado are now in the driving seats for

Exploration
concentrating on
western Turkey

these projects with defined resources leaving Ariana itself in a supporting role and able to focus more closely
on its core strength, exploration. Western Turkey remains the main area of interest, with the investment in
Tigris covering southeast Turkey and northeast Turkey being covered by the Eldorado JV.
Exploration in western Turkey now has two distinct focii: (i) adding further ounces to Kiziltepe outside the
current mine plan, and (ii) acquiring or staking new projects that might be developed independently of
Kiziltepe.

7.1

Western Turkey - Kiziltepe area

Planned exploration for 2014 in the immediate area of the Arzu pits has been covered above. Outside of the
Red Rabbit project areas (Kiziltepe and Tavşan) but within the defined area of mutual interest, the JV company
(Zenit) has the right to acquire further ounces outlined by Ariana for three times Ariana’s exploration costs.
Ariana retains 100% interests in properties further than a few kilometres from the Kiziltepe and Tavşan core
areas.
Given that further accessible ounces would significantly add to the robustness of the Kiziltepe project, there is
little doubt that any viable discoveries within the JV boundaries would be “bought in”. Further away, terms
would need to be negotiated. However, the necessary size for a deposit to be exploitable is greatly reduced by
the ability to truck ore to an existing permitted mill. Discoveries of, say, 10,000 ounces upwards would be
meaningful – quite different from green field exploration.
The Kizilcukur license is one such area that is scheduled for further drilling later in 2013 (top right in Figure 10
below). It lies 21km to the NE of Kiziltepe, 60km by road – quite within practical trucking distance for ore
carrying more than a couple of grams per tonne. Previous results have given high gold and silver values from
the margins of near surface historical workings. A total of 17 shallow diamond drill holes were completed in
2007/8, of which 6 gave reportable intercepts; these, together with surface mapping, soil sampling and IP /
Resistivity surveys completed in 2011, have allowed further geological interpretation resulting in three targets
ready for drilling.
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Nearby areas can
provide ore to be
trucked to
Kiziltepe –
discovery hurdle
lowered and value
per ounce
enhanced

Figure 10 Location of the Kizilcukur license in the Sindirgi corridor. (Source: Ariana Annual Report 2012)

Further drilling
planned at
Kizilcukur for
2013

7.2

Western Turkey – distant from Kiziltepe

Ariana has two defined projects, Ivrindi and Demirci. Both have initial drill results worthy of follow up, but
actual work will depend on the availability of funds and prioritizing. An active, but relatively low cost,
program of integrating the Newmont and Ariana databases with a view to identifying new prospects is likely in
the near term.

7.3

Access to Newmont’s exploration database

Normandy Mining, and subsequently Newmont Mining Corp, conducted an extensive exploration programme
in Turkey over a period of ~20 years, before pulling out of the country, apparently having been unable to
discover a “Newmont scale” gold mine (say 5m oz plus). Their database is unrivalled in scope and Newmont
have hitherto allowed access only to Koza Gold, the company that bought their Turkish production and
exploration assets through deals in 2005 and 2010.
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Figure 11 Visual representation of coverage of the Newmont exploration

The data include 24,000 stream

database (Source: Ariana Annual Report 2012)

sediment samples, 25,000 rock
chip analyses and 18,000 soil
analyses as well as drilling results,
geo-imagery, aeromagnetic and
gravity datasets, digital geology
and

structure,

mineral

occurrences, reports of previous
prospects and projects. In order to

Combination of
Newmont’s and
Ariana’s database
gives Ariana a
unique
exploration
resource ….
…. But making
use of it will
depend on access
to exploration
funds

help get the best out of this,
Ariana have hired Miles McAlister
– a veteran of Normandy &
Newmont’s Turkey programmes
and

Izmir

resident

–

as

exploration consultant. He knows
where the metaphorical bodies
are buried!
The 10-year non-exclusive licence provides Ariana with a key strategic exploration lever in Turkey with an
immediate objective of assisting in identifying potential additional resources within trucking distance of the
planned Kiziltepe operation. Access to the Database is in consideration for a 1% Net Smelter Return royalty
and a Right of First Refusal on any discovery made by Ariana within 5km from any point data derived from the
database, excluding areas covered by existing Ariana tenements.

8

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT

Figure 12 Ariana’s Sandvik drilling rig being affectionately patted

Ariana’s Turkish operating subsidiary

by CEO Kerim Sener. (Source: Loeb Aron photo)

took delivery of a Sandvik DE130
diamond drilling rig with an N-head
rotation system in late May 2008. After
the usual teething problems, the Ariana
trained drilling crew can operate the rig
reliably and provide increased flexibility
to the exploration programme in western
Turkey. Ariana say that their current allin cost of drilling (excluding assays) is
approximately US$95 per metre for NQ
core.

Many of Ariana’s projects require relatively limited initial drilling programmes interspersed with geological
evaluation, and would prove expensive to test using conventional drilling contractors.

The DE130 was

selected by Ariana for ease of use and for its simple hydraulic system which is easily maintained using stock
spare parts. It has been upgraded by the addition of extra water cooling and track as opposed to skid
mounting; both add extra weight which improves operations. Acquiring the rig was a bit of a risk, since not
every junior masters the art of operating and maintaining a drill rig in the field. Well done to Ariana and its
employees for getting it right!
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Their own drill
rig - and they
know how to
operate it!
This a valuable
resource giving
significant
exploration
flexibility.

In order to speed up the development process at Kiziltepe, Ariana has been acquiring the freehold agricultural
land needed for mining, processing, road diversion and waste disposal. This process, started in 2011, is nearly

Ariana now has a
significant land
bank.

complete at over 23 hectares, but it should be noted that the “compensation prices” paid are in line with those
being paid by the Government in the area, which are above their inherent agricultural values. It is planned to
sell or lease this land to Zenit, the operating JV.

9

VALUATION

This is always the most difficult part of a note in respect of a junior that is not yet in production. Comparables
are of relatively little use since all projects are essentially different until they are financed, in production, with
costs well established and eventual mine life clear. Discounted cash flows are not too meaningful, especially
in the absence of hedging requirements and the financing of the capital expenditure.
We will say what we propose to do….
…. do it, and then….
……..say what we have done.
What we propose to do:
1.

Take a look at the prime drivers of market sentiment in relation to gold juniors;

2.

Outline a set of quasi-self-consistent and even handed assumptions that the market might be currently
making in order to arrive at the present day share price (about 1p);

3.

Valuation of a
publicly traded
company is
largely a process
of explaining
present market
view and how
they might
change….
… not one of
telling the market
how it “ought” to
think now….
…. Guessing
market sensitivity
to changed
circumstances is
perhaps much
more interesting

Look at the sensitivity of the valuation to changes in market sentiment without changes in
circumstance (meeting targets);

4.

Look at the sensitivity of the valuation achievement of targets by Ariana/Zenit in the absence of any
change in market sentiment);

5.

Look again at the sensitivity of the valuation to both the achievement of targets and an improvement
in market sentiment.

Doing it:
9.1

Drivers of market sentiment regarding junior gold explorers and developers

Consider the two charts below. The upper one shows the VJIX – which is the S&P/TSX Venture Composite
Index, consisting of about 500 companies trading on the TSX-V junior exchange in Canada and which is
strongly weighted towards gold and precious metals explorers. The lower one is the gold price over the same
period of time.
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Figure 13 A gold junior proxy index (upper) and the price of gold
over the last 10 years (lower) (Source: www.stockwatch.com)

By

examination

of

these

graphs, we contend that junior
gold companies stock market
valuations are more strongly
controlled by the trend in the
gold price and beliefs about
the strength of that trend, than
the

absolute

contrast,

the

levels.
TSX-V

In
Gold

Index, consisting of 37 gold
producers listed on the main
TSX market, reacts somewhat
differently with a more rapid
return to valuations related to
the gold price once a trend
reverses and quarterly P&L
figures come out.
The VJIX (gold junior proxy) is
now at levels seen at the
height of the 2008 financial
crisis and in 2002. In 2002 the
gold price was ~$325/oz
while global mining costs rose
about

~30%

over

the

following decade.
Junior gold companies’ valuations responded to the gold price trend (in the context of overall positive market
sentiment of the boom years), not to the absolute level of the gold price which still made it difficult for most
mines to return a profit. In 2008/9 gold sunk briefly to about $700/oz, but the trend of increasing prices soon
resumed and the VJIX duly trended upwards, but showed no relation to return to the absolute levels seen prior
to 2008 at lower gold prices.
The history of the past 10 years suggests that junior gold companies’ valuations are primarily gold trend
dependent. At present, the price trend has been sharply down and more general market sentiment despondent,
even if the absolute level of the gold price is permissive of profitable mining in many cases.
Negative general sentiment brings about an avoidance of risk (“risk off”) with a resulting decline in the annual
supply of speculative equity capital that juniors need, causing a decline in their discovery achievements. The
declining gold price brings about a further discounting of the potential future profitability of their discoveries
and a discounting of the potential for access to debt capital needed to build mines. Established producers are
perceived to have a lesser need for ongoing capital on an annual basis and are perceived as being able to
continue producing form sunk capital investment, so while the factors above are still present their effect is less
severe.
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9.2

Current market assumptions

How is this market, judged on its own currently pessimistic criteria, valuing Ariana? We cautiously propose the
following:
1.

The attributable 50% of the base case (gold – US$1,304/oz) NPV 8% for Kiziltepe reduced by 60%
because the market believes the gold price is heading down and thinks it is likely to stay below the
$1304 DFS base case (looking at the DFS sensitivities, such a reduction would be brought about by a
long term gold price of ~$1,060/oz);

2.

Reduce this by a further 50% because successful execution is less likely in such a future gold price
scenario (reduced rates of return and longer payback period makes bank finance less likely);

3.

Add back a further 20% for exploration potential nearby to improve the project;

4.

Salinbas on a low $ per ounce attributable basis (we note that their share may logically have a
market) but discounted because of minority stake;

5.

Tavşan on a low $ per ounce attributable basis (largely faute de mieux at this stage) discounted for
time, execution risk;

6.

Assume no further dilution for G&A over the next couple of years in that it might be met from the
Lanstead investment;

7.

Add net cash, equipment, property and stake in Tigris Resources at cost (not yet listed so no market
for the shares; recent financings at a premium to average cost of acquisition).

8.

Divide by the number of shares currently in issue.

Any needed further equity component for the Kiziltepe project required by the debt provider can be assumed
to be value positive at the time as the risk associated with the project is reduced significantly by the debt itself.
Therefore we divide by the number of shares currently in issue.
The net present value at an 8% discount rate (“NPV8%”) valuation for the Kiziltepe project is US$34.4m; 50%
attributable reduced by 50% is US$8.6m. A further reduction of 50% to reflect reduced availability of finance
in such a lower gold price scenario and execution risks brings the contribution to $3.44m. An amount of 20%
of this is then added back as the present value of nearby exploration potential gives a contribution of $4.13m.
On a “per gold equivalent ounce of attributable reserve” this amounts to $57 per gold equivalent ounce.
Salinbas has ~830,000 gold equivalent ounces in resources (indicated and inferred) with a reasonably
attractive grade, thickness and mining geometry. The deposit remains open and ounces are capable of being
added for relatively modest drilling effort – and all at the expense of the JV partner. Whilst local politics
remains a hurdle, a valuation of ~US$8 per attributable ounce seems inescapable, contributing US$3.25m for
Ariana’s 49%. It might also be possible to make assumptions about the value of a 10% stake (or 1.5% royalty)
on completion of a BFS, but it is early days yet. For example, assuming a 2 million ounce project eventually
emerges then on completion of a BFS by Eldorado it might conceivably be worth $80/oz; a 10% stake at that
time might be worth $16m; not inconsistent with our $3.25m estimate for value today.
Ardala, although there are resources, we give no value to because it is rather low grade and with unfavourable
mining geometry. Further deposits could be uncovered nearby, but no value is given to this possibility.
At Tavşan there are about 215,000 gold equivalent resource ounces in indicated and inferred JORC categories;
half of these are attributable and we ascribe a value of $4 per ounce reflecting the lower project priority and
planning issues yet to be addressed for a contribution of US$0.40m.
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We believe that the drill rig and land purchases to date should be valued at ~US$0.6m, close to book value.
The investment in Tigris had an acquisition cost of C$353,000, equivalent to about US$346,000. However,
Tigris has recently issued a Jersey prospectus seeking to raise up to ~C$3m at a price of 15c per share. A
reputable keystone investor has already signed up to C$2m of this, so we may take this as an appropriate
present day valuation of their 3.85m shares giving a contribution of C$0.57m (=US$0.54m)
We estimate, prior to the recently announced Lanstead Capital L.P. placing, that Ariana had about US$0.5m of
net cash available at this point based on the latest annual report, subsequent fund raisings and estimated rates
of expenditure covering both G&A and exploration to the end of June 2013. The cash received, and to be
received, from Lanstead can be reasonably supposed cover the G&A costs for the next 24 months.
The final sum, expressed in US$, is as follows:
Contributing factor

Amount (US$m)

Kiziltepe mining JV project & nearby exploration

4.13

Salinbas exploration JV

3.25

Tavşan attributable ounces

0.40

Property and equipment

0.60

Investment in Tigris Resources Ltd

0.54

Net cash end June 2013 (estimate)

0.50

TOTAL

Our “pessimistic”
assumptions for
how Mr Market4
might be thinking
today…

… but is Mr
Market thinking
rationally?

US$9.42m

With 555m shares in issue (after the Lanstead placing), this comes to US$0.017 or 1.14p per share which is
close enough for our purposes. We conclude that the current market is valuing Ariana on the basis of a
forward gold price of ~US$900 per ounce and a low expectation of drilling defined ounces being turned
into projects.
The flip side of such a viewpoint is that both changes of sentiment as well as any change of present
circumstances are both likely to move the share price.
9.3

What might happen if sentiment changes driven by the gold price trend?

We can use the methodology above to examine the sensitivity of our valuation system to a change in
sentiment via a change in the gold price trend and implied future gold prices. COMEX gold futures for
December 2015 currently price “puts” and “call” equally for a gold price of ~$1270/oz. This is the “future
gold price” implied by the bullion markets. In this circumstance, relative to 9.2 above, we:
a.

Use the Kiziltepe NPV8% corresponding to US$1270/oz gold (~US$35m for 100%);

b.

Reduce Kiziltepe execution risk discount from 50% to 30% (debt more likely to be available)

c.

Increase resource ounces value at Salinbas to $15 from $8

d.

Increase resource ounces value at Tavşan to $12 from $4

e.

Increase the value of the stake in Tigris by 50%

f.

Add a speculative $0.5m value for Ardala – some gold might go into a Salinbas plant

g.

Add a $2m value for exploration properties remote from Kiziltepe, for an enterprise value (“EV”) and
Newmont database access

4
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See “The Intelligent Investor” by Benjamin Graham

….But what if
sentiment
changes?

Under these conditions our valuation calculation becomes:
Contributing factor

Amount (US$m)

Kiziltepe mining JV project & nearby exploration

14.7

Salinbas exploration JV

6.10

Tavşan attributable ounces

1.20

Property and equipment

0.60

Investment in Tigris Resources Ltd

0.81

Value given to shallow part of Ardala

0.50

Exploration portfolio, EV, Newmont database access

2.00

Net cash

0.50

TOTAL

US$26.41m

Under this slightly more optimistic scenario, derived solely from a change in the gold price trend from
downwards to flat at values close to current levels, Ariana might achieve a valuation of ~US$0.0475 per
share or ~3.2p per share.

9.4

What might happen if Zenit obtains the debt to construct the Kiziltepe project, but the market gold
price sentiment remains constant?

What
about
progress with the
project?

Relative to 9.2 above, we:
a.

Use the Kiziltepe NPV8% corresponding to US$1,060/oz gold (~US$13.8m for 100%);

b.

Reduce Kiziltepe execution risk discount from 50% to 20% (now only technical risk)

Under these circumstances the Kiziltepe project contribution would increase from US$4.13m to ~US$6.6m,
resulting in a value per share estimate of 1.43p.
9.5

What might happen if both sentiment changes and debt for Kiziltepe is sourced?

Again, relative to 9.2 above, we:
a.

Use the Kiziltepe NPV8% corresponding to US$1270/oz gold (~US$35m for 100%)

b.

Reduce Kiziltepe execution risk discount from 50% to 20% (now only technical risk)

c.

Increase resource ounces value at Salinbas to $15 from $8

d.

Increase resource ounces value at Tavşan to $12 from $4

e.

Increase the value of the stake in Tigris by 50%

f.

Add a speculative $0.5m value for Ardala – some gold might go into a Salinbas plant

g.

Add a $2m value for exploration properties remote from Kiziltepe, for an enterprise value (“EV”) and

What about a
change in
sentiment and
progress with the
project?

Newmont database access
Contributing factor

Amount (US$m)

Kiziltepe mining JV project & nearby exploration

16.8

Salinbas exploration JV

6.10

Tavşan attributable ounces

1.20

Property and equipment

0.60

Investment in Tigris Resources Ltd

0.81

Value given to shallow part of Ardala

0.50

Exploration portfolio, EV, Newmont database access

2.00

Net cash
TOTAL

0.50
US$28.51m

Under this scenario, Ariana might achieve a valuation of US$0.051 or 3.4p per share.
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9.6

Quick conclusions from the valuation sensitivity study above

Firstly, the necessarily low valuation given to the Kiziltepe project in the current market suggests that market
participants are acting as if gold is likely to stabilise at about US$1,060/oz in the medium term. This value is
divergent from the COMEX 30-month future price implied by “put” and “call” participants of ~US$1,270/oz.

Traders are more
optimistic than
junior investors –
a buy signal?

Gold market traders are presently more optimistic than gold junior investors! This is a sector buy signal if ever
we saw one.
Our model of how the present day market valuation is achieved, implies that Ariana has a ~30% upside on
achievement of the final permitting required for EIA approval and the sourcing of debt in the current market.
With a change in gold junior investor sentiment to bring it into line with gold trader sentiment, Ariana has a
potential for a 300% appreciation to ~3.2 – 3.4p per share.
Finally, under current market conditions, Ariana’s share price is much more sensitive to market sentiment than
to positive progress on the ground.

9.7

What did we just do?

We first looked at the drivers of junior gold valuations and deduced that the trend in gold price was more
important than the absolute level. Therefore, the market may be implying a future gold price significantly
different from the present price level.
Secondly, we assembled a set of assumptions likely to be similar to those that the market is necessarily making
today to give the present ~1p per share valuation of Ariana. As part of these, we estimated the forward gold
price implied by the market to be of the order of US$1,060/oz. We noted that this is different from the 30month COMEX forward price of ~US$1,270/oz.
Thirdly, we looked at how the market valuation might change if sentiment came into line with the COMEX
traders’ viewpoint and calculated that this would have a major positive effect on Ariana’s valuation (about x3).
Fourthly, we looked at the effect of Ariana achieving its short term targets for Kiziltepe interms of permitting
and debt sourcing and observed that this alone would likely have a more modest effect on Ariana’s share price
(about x 1.4).
Fifthly, we combined both improvement in sentiment (as dictated by the gold price trend) and the achievement
of targets (permitting and debt) and we noted that changes in market sentiment is very likely to give rise to
greater share price changes than the achievement of technical targets.
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Sadly, sentiment
trumps skill!

10

THE LANSTEAD DEAL ANALYSED

The placing and subsequent investment deal with Lanstead Capital was announced on 17 th June 2013. Market
reaction to this financing has been muted at best, with a 10% share price decline – much in line with many gold
exploration juniors over a period of falling gold prices.
Ariana’s preferred gloss on the deal likely runs like this:
“Of the subscription proceeds, Ariana will use £250,000 for working capital. The remaining £1 million, which is
not required in the immediate future, has been placed into an equity swap, with Lanstead committed to making
monthly tranched payments over a 24 month period. The amount of cash Ariana receives for each tranche is
dependent upon Ariana’s share price at the time of each tranche, and will be judged against a ‘Benchmark
Price' of 1.33p per share. If the actual price exceeds this Benchmark Price, then Ariana will receive more than
100% of the amount which would have been due at the Benchmark Price. There is no upper limit placed on the
monthly proceeds receivable under this arrangement. Conversely, should the share price fall below the
Benchmark Price, Ariana will receive less than 100%. Ariana will receive the full £1 million if the average of the
next 24 months actual share price is 1.33p, the Benchmark Price. This arrangement allows Ariana to benefit
from any uplift in its shares over this period (potentially being less dilutive to current shareholders), whilst
providing Lanstead with downside protection should Ariana’s share price not meet the Benchmark Price.

The investment deal
with Lanstead has
certain characterisics
of investment in a
derivative onfAriana’s
share price.

In general, Lanstead, based upon their behaviour in previous similar transactions with AIM-listed companies,
appear to be a medium-term investor, rather than a trader in the investee companies’ shares. Lanstead were
credited with a further 12.5 million Ariana shares in consideration for establishing this arrangement.”
So, Ariana will be getting a series of monthly payments that depend on the performance of their share price each
month. What is left unsaid is both how the monthly share price is to be calculated (average of all trades, average

The unknown and the
unsaid – unkown
knowns and known
unknowns..

close price over part of the month, closing price?) and exactly how the monthly payment varies with
performance relative to the 1.33p benchmark. What is left unknown is whether or not Lanstead are likely to fund
their monthly payments by share sales. The worry is that the deal might contain some hidden peverse incentive

… but are there any
peverse incentives?

that would yield Lanstead an enhanced profit or improvement on ROI by driving the share price down.
It is probably safe to assume that the monthly share price is some form of average; individual closing prices are
variable and subject to easy manipulation and so are most often avoided. If it is an average over a period within
each month, which seems most likely, then it follows that parties connected to the deal should probably refrain

Good averages and
bad averages

from dealing in the shares during that period. It also follows than any averaging period (other than over the
month as a whole) must remain known only to a strictly limited number of persons who need to know. We
would prefer to see a straightforward monthly average, announced to the market.
The degree to which the monthly payments vary in proportion to how far the monthly share price deviates from
the benchmark value was not specifically announced. It could be directly proportional on a % for % basis, or
some lesser leverage (e.g. changes by 0.5% for each 1% deviation). The wording of the press release is quite

What is the leverage
of the deal to the
share price?

ambiguous in this respect; we believe that the market needs further details as the way in which the monthly
payment varies with share price performance affects is price sensitive inasmuch as it affects Ariana’s cash
receipts and possibly Lanstead’s propensity to fund their monthly payments by share sales. Well examine this
below. Using algebra. And spreadsheets. Stay with me.
Algebra lesson – pay attention at the back…
We shall call the benchmark price of 1.33p as B. We assume that the £1m deposited back with Lanstead is safe

Let’s do our sums

and ignore the fate of any interest earned thereon. The base case monthly payments, made when Ariana’s
monthly share price X equals B, are £1m/24 or £41,667. In general they will vary from this amount, and we will
call them M with the payment made when X=B denoted by Mref.
Let us assume that the change in the payment made each month depends on how X performs relative to B, as
stated in the press release. The proportion P could be 100% or some lower value – we’ll look at the range P =
100% to 50%.
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Now the monthly payment due (M) will look something like:

As the monthly share price increases, so does the payment, at a rate depending on P as well as the share price
itself. As it goes down, so does the payment.
We can use this equation to calculate outcomes and motivations for different values of X and P. These include,
for different values of P, the total amount of cash received by Ariana over 24 months (assuming X constant over
this period, but for different X), Lanstead’s return on their investment and whether or not it would make sense for
Lanstead to sell some of their shares in Ariana to fund the monthly payments. The results of this calculation is
shown in Table 2 below for P = 100%, 75% and 50% and for X = 0.5p, 1p, 1.5p and 2p:
Table 2 Analysis of the Lanstead deal for different share prices (X, held constant over 24 months) and different
linkages (P) of the monthly payment (M) to the benchmark price of 1.33p monthly payment (£41,667). Italics
represent the case where Lanstead sells shares each month to fund payments to Ariana.
Lanstead Lanstead Lanstead Lanstead
P/L (£k) Costs (£k)
PPPS
ROI

X (p)

P

M

Shares sold
(m)

Shares Left
(m)

Lanstead
P/L (£k)

Lanstead
ROI

0.50

0.50

£28,646

137.501

-0.001

-£250

-100%

-£250

£938

0.68

-27%

1.00

0.50

£36,459

87.501

49.999

£250

100%

£250

£1,125

0.82

22%

1.50

0.50

£44,271

70.834

66.666

£750

300%

£750

£1,313

0.95

57%

2.00

0.50

£52,084

62.501

74.999

£1,250

500%

£1,250

£1,500

1.09

83%

0.50

0.75

£22,136

106.251

31.249

-£94

-38%

-£94

£781

0.57

-12%

1.00

0.75

£33,855

81.251

56.249

£312

125%

£312

£1,063

0.77

29%

1.50

0.75

£45,574

72.918

64.582

£719

287%

£719

£1,344

0.98

53%

2.00

0.75

£57,293

68.751

68.749

£1,125

450%

£1,125

£1,625

1.18

69%

0.50

1.00

£15,625

75.002

62.498

£62

25%

£62

£625

0.45

10%

1.00

1.00

£31,251

75.002

62.498

£375

150%

£375

£1,000

0.73

37%

1.50

1.00

£46,876

75.002

62.498

£687

275%

£687

£1,375

1.00

50%

2.00

1.00

£62,502

75.002

62.498

£1,000

400%

£1,000

£1,750

1.27

57%

Two end cases are examined – where Lanstead sells shares each month to fund the payments to Ariana, and
where it does not. Where the share price is constant over the 24 month period, the profit or loss made by
Lanstead (total cash costs minus value of shares held at the end of 24 months) is NOT dependent on whether or
not they fund payments to Ariana by share sales.

Constant share price
scenarios examined

Where the share price
is constant, Lanstead’s
profits or losses are
constant whether they
sell shares or not to
meet monthly
payments.

In the case where Lanstead does choose to sell shares, the remaining cash at risk after 24 months is reduced to
the £250,000 initial payment and so the apparent return on investment figure at 24 months is larger, simply
because the net investment at that time is smaller. Interestingly, where the linkage of monthly payment to share
price performance is 100%, the number of shares Lanstead would have to sell to meet the monthly payments
does not depend on the share price performance (or its path through time).
We conclude that, under a constant share price scenario, there is no incentive for Lanstead to sell shares to
increase the profit they would make or to reduce any losses. Where the share price is higher, Lanstead’s profits
are higher and vice versa – which is as it should be.
For a wide range of share price and payment linkage factors, Lanstead’s average cost of acquisition is less than
1p.
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No strong perverse
incentives revealed

Shares sales to meet monthly payments might flatter a final ROI on the value at risk at the end of 24 months, and
would do something for the portfolio as a whole, since the £1m subscribed by Ariana would be gradually
released from gilt deposit and returned to Lanstead’s general investment portfolio. However, it is unlikely that

Mild tendency to sell
shares to flatter ROI
figures and release
cash

share sales would be preferred if Lanstead thought they had good prospects – the incentive is not that strong!
It remains for us to look at some examples where the share price trajectory over 24 months is not a constant and
see if what happens is analogous to what would happen with a straight equity investment. Seven cases are
examined in Table 3 below – constant share price, gradual rise, gradual decline, a gradual rise followed by a fall

But what if the share
price goes up and /or
down?

to less than the original value, a fall followed by a rise to a higher value, extreme high value and return, extreme
low value and decline – with the intermediate linkage factor of 0.75 selected.
Unlike the “constant share price” scenarios examined in Table 2, there is a wide variety in profitability outcomes
which depend both on the share price trajectory, the final share price, and Lanstead’s decision as to whether or
not to sell shares in the meantime to meet monthly payments. Are these outcomes consistent

 or inconsistent

 with what a plain equity holder would experience?
Table 3 Analysis of the Lanstead deal for varying share path trajectories over the 24 month payment period
Monthly average share price

Lanstead Profit/Loss after 24 months

Total cash

Month 24

With shares sales

No share sales

by Ariana

1p

£312,486

£312,486

£1,062,514

received
Month 1

Months
12,13

1p

1p

1p

1.5p

2p

£1,027,706

£1,406,229

£1,343,771

1p

0.75p

0.5p

-£17,390

-£234,386

£921,886

1p

2p

0.5p

£52,916

-£585,957

£1,273,457

1p

0.5p

2p

£787,075

£1,687,486

£1,062,514

1p

10p

1p

£491,066

-£2,218,827

£3,593,827

1p

0.1p

1p

-£151,710

£567,617

£809,383

When the share price steadily rises, profits are maximised by not selling shares.

 When the share price falls,

 When the share price rises and then falls, losses are avoided by share
sales.  When the share price falls and then rises, much bigger profits are made if shares are not sold.  When
prices spike to unsustainable high levels and then fall back, profits are made if shares are sold.  However, the
profits are modest because Ariana takes much of the upside at high shares prices.  Equally if shares are not
losses are minimised by share sales.

Not all outcomes for
Lanstead are
experienced in the
same way as a plain
equity holder

sold are not sold on a spike and subsequently go down to the original level, then a large loss can be incurred by
Lanstead because of the increased monthly payments to Ariana.  In the case of a major drop and a subsequent
recovery, losses are made by Lanstead if payments are met by share sales since, at the end of 24 months
insufficient shares remain to take advantage of the recovered share price – an equity investor would experience
the same.



When, in the same case, shares are not sold Lanstead’s profits are enhanced since the monthly

cash payments are reduced but the equity package retains its value at the end of 24 months. This is different
from the experience of a plain equity holder who would break even but be unable to sleep at night for some
time.

 Where the share price gradually declines to a low level and does not recover (not shown), a certain

fraction of losses can be avoided by funding monthly payments via share sales, similar to the experience of an
equity investor. 
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In conclusion, we note that there are certain differences in outcome – and hence in likely share trading strategy
– between Lanstead and a plain equity investor. Most are matters of degree rather than providing any peverse

But again no major
perverse incentives
revealed

incentives to Lanstead. Most notably, while both would sell into an irrational share price spike, Lanstead’s
motivation would be to avoid loss rather than take a profit; it is well known that loss avoidance is a stronger
motivator than profit seeking.
Because Lanstead is a >3% shareholder, changes in holding that push them through an integer % value have to
be promptly announced to the market. Because of this, any significant trading activity is likely to become visible
in a few months and should be considered in the light of the above analysis.

11

ARIANA’S MARKET PROSPECTS

Ariana is in a relatively enviable position for a junior in a bear market for exploration equities; both of their
major projects are being advanced by partners with adequate access to funds. This sets them apart from the herd
which needs to raise large sums to achieve anything beyond mere survival.

Projects under
development at JV
partners’ cost

Having said that, the regulatory, advisory and administrative costs of keeping a junior listed on the AIM market is
not small and the costs of a field team ready for action is not negligible – currently setting them back some
£0.85m per annum. While these sums are covered for the next year or so and have regularly been raised by

G&A management is
perhaps the main
challenge today

Ariana in the past, they need to be remembered. Managing and minimising these costs in an era of low equity
availability is paramount.
Without change in market sentiment we have a short term target of ~1.43p as permitting and debt finance are
achieved at Kiziltepe. Further upside to ~1.6p, is achieved at the expense of a JV partner, is achieved if

Short term target 1.6p

exploration success at Salinbas is maintained.
The real attraction of Ariana is its leverage to market sentiment regarding the gold price – EVEN IF THE ACTUAL
GOLD PRICE CHANGES BUT LITTLE. Should the gold price stablise in the mid US$1200’s per ounce, and

Real upside/downside
is exposure to market
sentiment..

when market sentiment adjusts to this, Ariana’s share price has a potential tripling ahead of it.
Prospects for those maintaining their stake are good, as we believe the company is very modestly valued today
even in the context of the junior explorer bear market, survival prospects are excellent and leverage towards a
change in sentiment high.
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Longer term to 3.2p if
market sentiment
improves
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material is paid for by Ariana Resources Plc and Loeb Aron & Co. does not regard this note as independent or impartial as defined by to the rules of
the Financial Conduct Authority. We may also receive compensation for providing fundraising, corporate broking and other services to the Company.
This document does not constitute or form part of any offer, solicitation or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities nor shall it or any part of
it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever. The opinions, forecasts and judgements herein should
not be attributed to the Company, except where explicitly so indicated. This marketing communication is not an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell any
securities, or an inducement or invitation to engage in investment activity under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”).
The opinions, forecasts and judgements stated herein were prepared by Loeb Aron & Co. primarily on the basis of publicly available information and
believed to be reliable on the date above and on our own observations made on property visits (a Loeb Aron & Co. staff member visited the Company’s
project in April 2013). They are solely those of Loeb Aron & Co. No representation or warranty either actual or implied is made as to the accuracy,
precision, completeness or correctness of the statements, opinions and judgements contained in this document. Any forecasts and valuations herein
have not been endorsed by the Company or by any of its other advisers. Loeb Aron & Co., in issuing this document, is not authorised to and is not
making any representation or warranty (express or implied) on behalf of the Company or the Company’s directors, officers or agents.
All statements and opinions are made as of the date on the face of this document and are not held out as applicable thereafter. We may be required to
observe a quiet period either before the commencement of dealings and/or after the commencement of dealings in respect of this company and
accordingly may be unable during that period to comment on any future developments involving this company. Any recipient must itself take
responsibility for reading this document in the light of further information which may be announced by the Company, making such adjustments as
deemed appropriate. We are under no obligation to update the information provided in this research.
This document does not constitute a personal recommendation and recipients must satisfy themselves that any dealing is appropriate in the light of their
own understanding, appraisal of risk and reward, objectives, experience, and their financial and operational resources. We accept no fiduciary duties to
the reader of this document and in communicating this marketing material is not acting in any fiduciary capacity. Loeb Aron & Co. has not formally
undertaken legal verification the contents of this document. Neither Loeb Aron & Co. nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents shall have
any liability, howsoever arising, for any error or incompleteness of fact or opinion in it or lack of care in the preparation or publication of this document;
provided that this shall not exclude liability to the extent that this is impermissible under applicable law relating to financial services. Specifically, Loeb
Aron & Co. does not provide investment advisory services to private customers. This document is purely intended for background information
purposes only and this report is furnished on the basis and understanding that Loeb Aron & Co is to be under no responsibility or liability whatsoever
in respect thereof.
Loeb Aron & Co. or one or more of its associates, directors or employees of Loeb Aron & Co. may from time to time have a position, or may have
undertaken or may undertake an own account transaction, in a security referred to in this document or in a related security. Loeb Aron & Co. or one or
more of its associates may from time to time have an advisory or other relationship with a company the subject of or referred to in this document,
including acting as that company’s financial or technical adviser or placing agent and providing corporate finance or other financial services. We will be
remunerated for its services to the Company and this may include the grant of equity or of an option over equity in that company.
The value of any potential investment made in relation to companies mentioned in this document may rise or fall and sums realised may be less than
those originally invested. Any reference to past performance should not be construed as being a guide to future performance. Investment in small
companies, and especially mineral exploration companies, carries a high degree of risk and an independent financial adviser, authorised under the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 who specialises in investments of this kind, should be consulted before making any such investment Changes
in the value of the GBP, USD, CAD, NZD and other currencies and commodities, including gold, may have an adverse effect on the value, price or
income of any investment.
The director primarily responsible for this marketing note, Dr. Jonathan Willis-Richards, is a director of Loeb Aron & Co. Loeb Aron & Co holds
shares and warrants in the equity of Ariana Resources Plc. Loeb Aron & Co. and its directors and employees reserve the right to increase or dispose
of such positions in the future upon distribution of this marketing note. All the shares or rights to shares were acquired either in the market or
pursuant to a financings carried out by Ariana Resources Plc.
THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR PERSONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM BEING CORPORATE FINANCE CONTACTS OF LOEB ARON &
CO. AND IS NOT INTENDED FOR DISTRIBUTION OR USE OUTSIDE THE UNITED KINGDOM OR FOR ONWARD TRANSMISSION BY BROKERS
TO THEIR PRIVATE CLIENTS. THIS MATERIAL IS BEING SUPPLIED TO YOU SOLELY FOR YOUR INFORMATION AND IS NOT DIRECTED AT YOU
IF LOEB ARON & CO. IS PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY ANY LEGISLATION OR REGULATION IN ANY JURISDICTION FROM MAKING IT
AVAILABLE TO YOU. YOU SHOULD SATISFY YOURSELF BEFORE READING IT THAT LOEB ARON & CO. IS PERMITTED TO PROVIDE RESEARCH
MATERIAL CONCERNING INVESTMENTS TO YOU UNDER RELEVANT REGULATORY LEGISLATION. LOEB ARON & CO. ACCEPTS NO
RESPONSIBILITY WHATEVER FOR ANY FAILURE BY A PERSON RESIDENT OUTSIDE THE UNITED KINGDOM TO OBSERVE THE FOREGOING
AND BY ACCEPTING THIS MATERIAL YOU AGREE TO OBSERVE AND BE BOUND BY THE FOREGOING.

This note is  Loeb Aron & Company Ltd., 24 July 2013
Loeb Aron & Co is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reg. No. 186959)
and a Member of the London Stock Exchange and ISDX Markets
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